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How to use this curriculum
I'm so excited that you've chosen Rabbit Trails through Literature to

use in your homeschool! This curriculum is a Charlotte Mason

inspired, relaxed curriculum for elementary grades. What this

means is that it's not designed to have lots of busy work. It's designed

to provide quality literature to your children, light grammar lessons,

opportunities for copy work, creative writing assignments, and

other means to learn fun and essential language arts material. 

Rabbit Trails through Literature was created with homeschooling

adventures in mind. Not only will we be covering Language Arts,

but Rabbit Trails will take you into studies in science, social studies,

and other subjects as well, using books to lead the way. This

curriculum is meant to be used on your child's level. It's not meant to

have boxes checked off each day, but to do what works for your

unique family. When it comes to copywork and writing, there are

suggestions given, but take what you need and leave the rest. If your

child isn't at the level of the suggestions, then create what works for

them. Same thing if they're capable of beyond what is

recommended. Make this curriculum your own! 

Rabbit Trails through Literature is a full Language Arts Curriculum

consisting of 16 lessons that are designed to be used over 32 weeks.

However, it does not include spelling or reading/phonics instruction.

You are encouraged to use this alone, or to add in any additional

curriculum to fulfill these needs. If you're looking for

recommendations, our family has loved All About Learning

Press and Dash Into Learning for these areas. 



notebook style curriculum

I encouage you to enjoy reading as many of the books listed in this

curriculum as you can! Quality literature is the framework of this

curriculum. The main 16 books were chosen specifically because so

many of them are award winning and have lasted through the test

of time. However, don't become overwhelmed with purchasing

these books if you don't have the means. Many can be found at

libraries, on used book websites, etc.  The books listed in the Rabbit

Trails and Library Lists are just suggestions. Use what books you

have on hand or find at your own library on the topic! If you do

choose to buy all of the books, you can access them all in my shop.

As you may have noticed, this curriculum does not include any kind

of workbook for your children to work in. This was designed to all

be done in a notebook. You may choose a standard, wide ruled

notebook, or for younger kids you may choose to use a primary

writing notebook. Feel free to use whatever method works best for

you and your child. 

https://amazon.com/shop/thisbitoflife
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on market

street



the

lesson

Have you ever heard the saying, "A pictture is worth

a thousand words"? Pictures can tell amazing stories.

You can look at many pictures and imagine what is

going on. Sometimes books contain only picttures, 
too! In Next Stop on Market Street, there are beautiful illustrations

that can give us a idea of what is happening in the story. Take a

picture walk before you begin reading to see if you can tell what is

happening in the book. Who are the characters? What are they

doing? Where are they going? Then, read the book and see if your

predictions are correct. 

work
copy

CJ saw the perfect rainbow arcing over their soup

kitchen. He wondered how his nana always found

beauty where he never even thought to look.

Each of you should use whatever gift you have received to serve

others, as faithful stewards of God’s grace in its various forms. 

-1 Peter 4:10

We are each given a special gift from the Lord. For some of us, it's the

gift of teaching, or maybe the gift of hospitality. For CJ and his nana,

it is the gift of serving. Each week, they gave their time for others by

serving them at the soup kitchen. What spiritual gift do you think the

Lord has given you? Put it into practice this week by helping someone

in need! (If you don't know, this is a great opportunity to look up the

different spiritual gifts and choose one to practice.)



some

fun

Where is a place you visit often, like CJ and his nana

go to church and the soup kitchen each week? Write

about all the people, places, and things you see along

the way (this is a fantastic opportunity to review   

nouns!) Use paper to create artwork like the book’s illustrations to

go along with it. You can create a map of the route or simply create

one of the things they see along the way.
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Let's explore volunteering!

There are so many diferent

ways to make an impact in

your community. The books

listed will show many

wonderful examples of this!

Reading time!

Continue reading with Uncle

Willi and the Soup Kitchen.

Your children can help you

read or point out the

words they know.

Visit In Spite of Us on YouTube and watch

their video FIrst Day Volunteering at the

Humane Society to see how great of an

impact kids can have on your community!



Rabbit
list...

LibraryMaybe Something Beautiful 

by  F. Isabel Campoy

The Mitten Tree

by Candace Christiansen

The Can Man

by Laura E. Williams

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=F.+Isabel+Campoy&text=F.+Isabel+Campoy&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books


-Find a local food bank and gather donations for them. You can
contact them to see what their most needed items are. Take
initiative and invite your family, friends, and church to join you in
donating!

-Pick up trash at a nearby park or beach.

-Write letters and draw pictures for people living in a nursing home
to bring them some cheer.

-Make up care packages for the homeless. Include small toiletries,
granola bars, and bottled water. Keep them in your car and give
them out as you see someone in need.

-Volunteer Poetry: It's not for the money, it's not for the fame, it's
not for any personal gain. It's just for the love of fellow man. It's just
to lend a helping hand. It's just to give a tithe of self, that's
something you can't buy with wealth, it's not for medals won with
pride, it's not for that feeling deep inside. Your reward is found
down in your heart. It's a feeling that you've been a part of helping
others far and near that makes you become a volunteer!
- Author Unknown

more
ideas...
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the dragon

lost his

head



the

lesson

When you're reading a book, there is always a layout

that every single story follows. No matter how

different the subject or characters are, there will

always be a beginning, middle, and end to every
story. When you read How Droofus the Dragon Lost His Head,

what happens in the beginning of the story? The middle? The end?

By pointing out the different parts of a story like this, we're able to 

 learn how to become great writers ourselves when we go to create

our own work! As you read all of the books over the next few

weeks, try to point out the main events that make up the beginning,

middle, and end of each story.

work
copy

Droofus kept circling about in the endless gray could,

calling and calling in a squeeky small voice until at

least he was too weary to flap his wings.

The earth is the Lord's, and everything in it, the world, and all

who live in it. -Psalm 24:1

In Droofus the Dragon, the king is the one who rules the countryside

where the farmer and his son work the fields. He is able to make the

rules and order people to do things, such as sending his knights to

hunt for Droofus. We know who truly is in control and who the true

Kind is, though! The Lord is the one in control of all things. He created

the world in everything in it. He created all of us, and loves each of us,

too!
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some

fun

Let's practice finding the beginning, middle, and end

of a story. Fold a piece of paper into thirds and label

each section for the beginning, middle, and end. Re-

read How Droofus the Dragon Lost His Head. 

As you read, find the main events that happen in each part of the

story. On your paper, write and draw out those three main events

under their appropriate sections. 
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Let's learn more about the

medieval time period with

castles, knights, dragons, and

more. Let's start with the

Caldecott winner Castle by

David  Macaulay

Reading time!

Continue reading with 

The Knight and the Dragon

by Tomie dePaola.

Learn more about Medieval castles by

heading to FreeSchool on Youtube and

watch Castles for Kids: What is a Castle?

Medieval History for Children 
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LibraryThe Hawk of the Castle

by  Danna Smith

A Medieval Fest

by Aliki

St. George and the Dragon

by Margaret Hodges
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-Create your own illuminated manuscript. Enlarging and decorating

the first letter in a book or a letter to somoene was popular in the

medieval time periods. Take the first letter of your first or last name

and make your own illuminated manuscript. Decorate it however

you'd like (they commonly were embelished with silver or gold, too!)

-During the middle ages, royalty would use a coat of arms on their

shields so they could be identified while wearing armor. Create

your own coat of arms (You can make this on paper, make a shield

out of card board, etc) Make sure the symbols you include are items

that would describe you (maybe include your favorite color, animal,

or activity!) 

-Medieval poetry: Walter of Bibbesworth, a 13th century knight,

offered up this poem to remind children how to dress themselves:

Put your clothes on; don’t refuse

Breeches, gloves, and also shoes;

Hat on head for ran or sun;

Buttons – do up every one.

-

more
ideas...

Put your belt around your waist,

Then make sure the end is placed

Through the buckle till the pin

Holds the belt-end safely in.
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